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Abstract--Many physical systems described by an initial-value problem for a system of ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) conserve physical quantities, uch as the net charge or total energy, 
as the system evolves. Typical codes for the numerical solution of the ODEs will not conserve these 
quantities, and this can lead to solutions which are not even qualitatively correct. One way to 
impose conservation laws is to perturb the numerical solution at each step of the integration. A 
simple theory is developed in this paper which tells how this should be done so as to guarantee 
convergence of codes based on one-step methods. It is also easy to interpret the effect on the 
accuracy of the perturbations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Many physical systems described by an initial-value problem for a system of ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) allow one to conclude that certain physical quantities, uch 
as the net charge or the total energy, are conserved as the system evolves. Other facts such 
as the non-negativity of concentrations may be obvious on physical or mathematical 
grounds. Properties like these are very often used as partial checks on the accuracy of the 
solution of the differential equations by numerical methods. 
There has been some research on numerical methods that preserve given conservation 
laws or inequalities. There are two reasons for this: (i) numerical solutions which possess 
fundamental properties of the true solution are worth at least some effort; (ii) the solutions 
of some problems exhibit very different qualitative behavior when critical quantities are 
not conserved. 
In the next section we provide essential background and briefly survey the main 
approaches to the imposition of conservation laws. The approach we investigate here is 
that of solving the problem with one's favorite code and altering its results o that the laws 
are satisfied. Although this approach seems to be popular because of its simplicity, there 
are several basic questions of a theoretical nature which need to be investigated. In Section 
3 we provide a firm foundation for the approach. We indicate how the perturbations are 
to be constrained and prove convergence of the perturbed solutions. It turns out that there 
is a very simple and illuminating way to view the procedure. Our analysis is restricted to 
the use of one-step methods for solving the differential equations. In part this is technical. 
In part this is due to a very unpleasant side effect that the approach as for the popular 
variable-order methods with memory. The nature of this side effect is explained in the last 
section where it is also shown that codes based on one-step methods are not disturbed. 
2. BACKGROUND 
We are concerned with the numerical integration of the initial-value problem for a 
system of ODEs, 
y '=f(x ,y) ,  a <~x <~b, (1) 
y(a) given. (2) 
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It is supposed that some information about the solution y(x)  of system (1,2) can be 
deduced easily from the problem. Our main concern is with conservation laws, i.e. if y (x) 
is a solution of equation (1) which satisfies 
g(x, y(x))  = 0 (3) 
for some x, then it satisfies equation (3) for all x of interest. Certain other kinds of a priori 
information can be accommodated by our theory, and we shall go into this a little. 
Because of the formal resemblance to other tasks, we emphasize that the solution y (x) 
is determined completely by system (1,2). Laws such as equation (3) represent conclusions 
drawn about y(x), not conditions imposed on it. It is conventional and useful to 
distinguish linear and non-linear conservation laws. The former arise when f is such 
that there is a column vector v such that 
vrf(x, y) = 0 (4) 
identically in the variables x and y. This immediately implies that 
vVy'(x) = vTf(x, y(x))  = 0, 
hence that 
vry (x) - vTy (a) = 0. (5) 
Such laws are associated with terms like charge balance and conservation of mass. The 
problem 
Y'I = --0.04yl + 104y2y~, yt(0) = 1, 
y~ = 0.04yl -- 104yzy3 -- 3"107y[, y2(0) = 0, 
y; = 3"107y22, y3(O) = 0, 
describing the concentrations of the reactants in a certain chemical reaction was stated by 
Robertson [1] and subsequently used often as a test problem [e.g. 2,3]. Obviously, 
yl(x) + y:(x) + y3(x) -- 1 = O. 
Non-linear laws arise when there is a function G(x,y)  such that 
dG 
(x, y) + ~ (x, y) f (x ,  y) = 0 
dx cy 
identically, for then 
d 
d-'~ G (x, y (x)) = 0 
for any solution y(x)  of equation (1) and 
g(x, y(x))  = G(x, y(x))  - G(a, y(a)) = O. 
Such laws are associated with terms like conservation of energy and conservation of 
angular momentum. The harmonic oscillator 
y"=-y ,  y(0)=0,  y'(0)--1, 
is an example. Although numerical solution is done with first-order systems, we keep this 
example in the form of the two variables y(x) ,  y '(x)  so that the law is more obvious. 
Clearly, 
1 d (y"  
2dx  "+Y2)=0 
so that 
y'(x) 2 +y(x)  2 -- 1 = 0. (6) 
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Numerical methods for the general initial-value problem cannot be expected to lead to 
approximate solutions which satisfy the same conservation laws that the true solution does. 
Surprisingly, all the standard procedures do, in principle, preserve linear conservation 
laws [4--6]. It is easy to see this for the explicit Runge-Kutta methods that are a prototype 
for the one-step methods that we investigate here. 
A one-step method proceeds from an approximation y. of y (x.) one step of length h 
to an approximation y.+~ of y(x.+~), where x.+~ = x. + h. An explicit Runge-Kutta 
method does this by a recipe of the form 
fo =f(x.,y.), 
f=  x.+~jh, y.+h xfk , J= l , . . . , s ,  
= 
and 
Y.+l =y.+h ~ cJj, 
j=0 
where the constants aj, flj~, cj characterize the method. The integration starts with 
Y0 = Y (a) 
and proceeds by successive steps from a to b. If equation (4) holds, then obviously 
vry.+, = vTy. = ' ' "  = v+y0 = v+y (a), 
so that the numerical solution satisfies the same relation (5) that the true solution y(x.+l) 
does. 
Rosenbaum [5, 6] examines ome aspects of the implementation of standard implicit 
methods that may cause them to fail to preserve linear conservation laws. He observes that 
very few methods preserve any non-linear laws. Some special methods have been derived 
which for certain kinds of problems will preserve certain laws [7, 8]. Our preference is to 
consider only generally applicable procedures. There is an enormous body of theory and 
practice of the effective numerical solution of the initial problem (1,2). Rather than 
duplicate this effort by deriving special methods for special problems, it seems more 
sensible to consider how to impose the properties desired on the solutions of the effective 
codes already available. 
The Robertson kinetics problem is an example for which it is clear on physical grounds 
that the solution components, the concentrations, must be non-negative. It is an example 
of a constraint that we can handle, but we defer a more precise statement of the kinds of 
constraints that are tractable till later. Inequalities are also not normally preserved by 
numerical schemes. 
Reasonable numerical methods will lead to solutions that satisfy the conservation laws 
approximately. This is seen from 
ag c3g 
g(x.,y.)-g(x.,y(x~)) + -~y (~, r/)[y. - y(x.)] = ~yy (~, ~/)[y. - y(x.)]. (7) 
This says that the residual ofy.  in the laws (3) is of the order of the error of approximation 
of y(x.) by y.. Conservation laws have often been used as a partial check on numerical 
solutions (x., y.). This is only a partial check because the effect of the Jacobian ag/ay may 
be to amplify or depress the error of y.. The main difficulty is that satisfying the 
conservation laws well does not mean that the numerical solution has small component 
errors, merely that the errors are correlated in a special way. Of course, if the laws are 
not satisfied, one can be sure the solution is in error even if not by how much. Examples 
in Refs [7-9; 10, pp. 247ff, p. 279] illustrate that the partial check is valuable as an 
indication of the accuracy of solution. 
There are reasons why one might want numerical solutions which satisfy the laws much 
better than those produced by standard methods. For one, it is disagreeable, and possibly 
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disastrous, to obtain numerical solutions that do not possess the physically meaningful 
properties, such as zero net charge or constant energy or non-negative concentrations, 
expected of the true solution. Granted that it is not too expensive nor too troublesome 
to obtain these properties, one might well insist on them. 
Some problems are such that the qualitative behavior of solutions is quite different as 
a function of the conserved quantities. For example, the motion of one body about the 
other in the classical 2-body problem is elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic, depending on 
an energy. If the true solution describes an elliptic orbit, it is obviously a serious matter 
should the numerical solution describe a hyperbolic orbit because the numerical method 
fails to preserve the initial energy. An interesting classical question is the study of the 
qualitative properties of orbits in the restricted three body problem by consideration of
the Jacobi integral, see, for example, Ref. [11, Chap. 8]. Failure to conserve the Jacobi 
integral might lead to numerical solutions which bear no resemblance to the solution of 
the problem posed. A method of quasi steady-state approximation was for a long time 
popular in the numerical solution of chemical kinetic equations. It does not preserve the 
linear conservation laws which are always present. Farrow and Edelson[12] present a 
substantial example for which use of this approximation leads to misleading results. They 
strongly advocate conservative methods for kinetics problems. The equations of chemical 
kinetics are not physically meaningful for negative concentrations, so it is not surprising 
that some solutions issuing from negative values "blow up." This has been observed in 
tests of differential equation solvers [2]. Reference [3] shows numerical results for the 
Robertson problem. Edsberg [13] has given an example so simple that this behavior is clear 
analytically. Numerical methods make an error at each step and so begin following a 
nearby solution curve for the next step. If these nearby curves diverge, asuccession of small 
individual errors will result in a numerical solution which is not even in qualitative 
agreement with the solution of the problem posed. For this reason imposing conservation 
laws and non-negativity constraints can be vital to the solution of some problems. 
Nacozy [9] gives examples which illustrate the potential effects on accuracy of imposing 
conservation laws. The solution of the problem of the harmonic oscillator is not sensitive 
to the energy, but the solution of a 2-body problem with a close passage isquite sensitive. 
Solution of a 25-body problem is quite sensitive to the energy, but Nacozy found that 
imposing the other nine integrals of motion, too, had little effect and was much more 
expensive. 
One's first reaction to the task of imposing conservation laws is likely to be the 
elimination of variables via the laws and then solution of the differential equations with 
one's favorite solver. Because the difficulties are often not appreciated, we go into the 
matter a little. In some circumstances it is conventional to eliminate. One is the motion 
of the center of mass in the n-body problem. It is then usual to take the origin of the 
coordinate system at the center of mass so that the (linear) conservation laws expressing 
the rectilinear motion of the centre of mass fall away. Edsberg [14] gives a rather interesting 
reason for the (exact) elimination of variables using linear conservation laws when solving 
chemical kinetics problems. The linear conservation laws express the rank deficiency of the 
Jacobian matrix ~f/~y. Numerical methods for the stiff differential equations of chemical 
kinetics solve linear systems involving matrices of the form I - h7 Of/Oy. In this context 
the step size h could be so large that I is lost when the matrix is formed numerically, and 
the resulting matrix is singular. There is, accordingly, a restriction on the step size which 
is not present with the non-singular Jacobian resulting from elimination of variables with 
the conservation laws. Despite these successful uses of elimination, there are a variety of 
difficulties which can be very awkward. 
The first issue is how to do the elimination. In the case of linear laws it is simple to solve 
for one variable in terms of the others, but this is not so in the general case. We shall use 
the harmonic oscillator to exemplify some of our points. From equation (6) we see that 
one variable can be eliminated to obtain the problem 
y '=,~/ l -y  2, y(0)=0. (8) 
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In this instance the elimination is simple and inexpensive ven though the problem is 
non-linear. In the general case [equation (3)], the elimination has to be done numerically. 
If Newton's method were used, we would require the (perhaps repeated) evaluation of the 
Jacobian Og/Oy and solution of linear systems every time the integrator needs to evaluate 
the differential equation. This is neither cheap nor convenient. It is also not clear just how 
accurately the algebraic equations must be solved--presumably very accurately. It is often 
remarked that elimination of variables makes the differential equation more complicated 
and expensive to evaluate, but the fact that it is so expensive in the general case is rarely 
mentioned. 
There is a fundamental difficulty in eliminating variables which arises from the use of 
finite precision arithmetic. In floating-point arithmetic the result l + w = I if w is less in 
magnitude than a unit roundoff on the machine used. For example, on a machine with 
14 decimal digits, [wl< l0 -I+ is (roughly) the condition that the numerical result be one. 
This loss of significance means that a (not particularly) small value is, in effect, set to zero. 
Thus, according to the law (6), y'(x) will be set to one in the machine when y(x) is only 
"small". For a similar reason, y'(x) is set to zero when y(x) is +'nearly" one. Setting a 
"small" variable to zero may be innocuous, but if the variable is critical, the effect can 
be disastrous. 
Returning to the integration of equation (8) it is clear that there is a danger near x = g/2, 
where the true solution y (x) = sin x approaches one, of attempting to compute the square 
root of a negative number. More fundamental is the fact that y = l is a singular point of 
the differential equation (8). Because y (x) - 1 is another solution, it is found that there 
are infinitely many solutions when y = I. Standard numerical methods are not intended 
to cope with such difficulties. Thus a problem perfectly easy to integrate numerically has 
been converted by elimination into one with several severe difficulties. Daniel and Moore 
[15, p. 124ff] present a more complicated example illustrating how singularities can arise 
in elimination (as well as many other interesting examples bearing on this background 
section). 
Baumgarte [16, 17] has proposed an interesting, general way to impose conservation 
laws. He adds a control term to the equation which causes the solution to move into the 
hypersurface specified by the conservation laws. Some numerical issues need further 
investigation. For example, the very idea of the method suggests that a non-stiff problem 
would be converted into a stiff problem if one asked that deviations be corrected quickly, 
as seems natural. Later we shall comment about the cost of implementing Baumgarte's 
approach. Besides the possible numerical consequences of altering the differential equa- 
tion, one should ask what the alteration does to the integral curves of the original problem. 
The approach is simple, general, and allows one to use his favorite integrator. It deserves 
further st u~dy. 
The approach we investigate in this paper is widely used, probably because the idea is 
so simple: one just approximates the solution of the original problem by some "tried and 
true" method and then perturbs the approximation so that it satisfies the desired conser- 
vation laws and inequalities. There is a minimal interaction with the differential equation 
solver. Our contribution is to put this approach on sound theoretical foundation. 
3. PERTURBATION APPROACH 
Suppose we have an approximation y~* to the solution y (x+) of system (1,2). A one-step 
method uses only this approximation and the function fo f  equation (l) in advancing to 
an approximation Yn+l of y(xn+l), where x++ I = x+ + h. One way to impose the conser- 
vation laws (3) is to perturb Yn+l to a value y*+~ which satisfies them. It is important to 
understand that this does not necessarily make y,*+~ more accurate than Y~+I, just that its 
component errors are so correlated that Y~*+I lies in a hypersurface where y (x++ 1) is known 
to lie. It is especially easy to understand this in the case of a linear conservation law. 
Suppose, for example, that we solve the Robertson problem and find that 
Yl.++1 + Y.~.++I Y3.++I ¢: I. 
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In perturbing these values to * Y;~,+I that sum to one, we could make arbitrarily large 
changes, hence form approximations with arbitrarily large errors. Clearly, if we are not 
to disturb the convergence of the method being used to solve system (1,2), we must make 
"small" perturbations. Fundamental questions are: Small in what sense? How small can 
we take the perturbations? Can we prove convergence of the perturbed solution values? 
It develops that there is a simple, practical answer to all these questions. 
The basic idea is just as easy to apply to methods with memory as to one-step methods, 
We restrict our attention to one-step methods for two reasons. One is that codes based 
on the popular methods with memory, such as Adams and backward differentiation 
formulas, vary their order. In the next section we shall observe that the order selection 
algorithms can be disastrously affected by the perturbations. The other reason is that our 
extremely simple analysis is based on a kind of convergence proof that is aimed at one-step 
methods. 
Convergence proofs for the numerical solution of system (i,2) by a one-step method can 
be based on either the concept of local truncation error or on the concept of local error. 
The latter describes the way the methods are actually implemented. It will turn out that 
it is also uniquely suited to analyzing the kinds of perturbed solutions that interest us here. 
In the texts the proofs sometimes allow perturbations due to roundoff, but most often these 
effects are ignored on the grounds that they are negligible. We must cope with per- 
turbations which are by no means negligible. 
Convergence is established by considering how the true, or global, error at x,+~, 
Ily (x.+0 -y*+t [[, 
is related to the true error at x.. For one-step methods it is very natural to introduce the 
local solution u(x) at (x.,y*) as the solution of 
u '=f (x ,u ) ,  u(x,)=y*~. 
The local error (LE) at (x,, y*) is defined to be 
LE = u(x,+O -Y,+l.  
This is the error that the method tries to control. Now we can be more precise about what 
kinds of inequality constraints we can deal with. We suppose there are constraints of the 
form 
yAx) >t gAx) 
on the jth component of the solution y(x) of system (1,2) for a given function g/(x). 
Typically gj(x) =- O. For our analysis we require that all the local solutions atisfy the same 
inequalities. To illustrate the distinction, we observe that the solution y (x) of 
y '=  -exp( -x ) ,  y(0)= 1, 
is exp(-x),  which is non-negative. However, the local solutions for (x,,y*~) near 
(x.,y(x.)) are translates of  y(x) and so can take on negative values. In contrast, the 
solution y (x) of 
y '=  -y ,  y(0)= l, 
is also exp(-x),  but in this case all local solutions with y*/> 0 are non-negative. 
Edsberg [18] has shown the physically reasonable fact that solutions of a broad class of 
chemical kinetics problems are non-negative if their initial values are all non-negative. Our 
analysis applies, therefore, to these problems of which the Robertson problem is an 
example. In practice physical arguments might serve to conclude that the local solutions 
satisfy some a priori inequality so that our theory can be brought o bear. 
A natural decomposition of the global error is 
y(x.+l) * * --Y..I=Y(X.+I)--U(X.+I)+U(X.+t) Y.+l+Y.+l - -  - -Yn+l"  
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How Ily(x,+j) - u(x,+a)II relates to 
IlY (x,) - u(x,)II = IlY (x,) - y~* II 
is a measure of the stability of the differential equation itself for it measures how fast two 
solution curves can separate. For our purposes it does not matter how this growth is 
bounded. For completeness we mention that it is usually assumed thatfsatisfies a Lipschitz 
condition, 
and this implies 
I l f (x .  v) - f (x ,  w)II ~ L II v - w II. 
II y (x,+t) - u(x,,+~)II ~< e hL [I y (x,) - )'~* li- 
The role of the numerical method appears in the local error. In the codes, the user 
supplies a tolerance r and the code tries to select at each step the largest step size h such 
that 
11 LE II ~< T. 
An estimate of the local error is used for this purpose. A method of order p has 
LE -- O (h p+ l) 
and, roughly speaking, the effect of O(h -Z) steps is to yield a true error E = O(hO. 
Finally, we come to the role of the perturbation of y,+ ~. Evidently if we could be sure 
that 
I ly.+, -y .÷,  II ~< ~, (9) 
we would obtain exactly the bound that would be obtained if we were to solve the problem 
with tolerance + +/z and made no perturbations. This is a delightfully simple way to view 
the matter. Furthermore, it tells us how to proceed: we must control the size of the 
perturbations relative to the tolerance, and size is to be measured in the norm of the code. 
The crucial question is whether there exists a y*+ i which satisfies the conservation laws 
at x,+l, 
g(x,+l, Y*+0 = 0, (10) 
and is not far from Yn+J in the norm of the code. Suppose that the laws (3) were imposed 
at xn so that g(xn,y*)= 0. The local solution u(x) is a solution of equation (!) which 
satisfies laws (3) at x~ because u(xn) = y*. It therefore satisfies laws (3) at other x, including 
in particular, x = xn+~. Recalling that 
I lY,+,- u(x,+,)I1 = 11LEII ~<~, 
we conclude that there exist Y*+t which satisfy expressions (9) and (10) with/a = z because 
y,+* ~ = u(x,+~) is one such vector. Let us select any Yn+t* which satisfies expressions (10) 
and (9) with/z = r. It is now clear that the solution approximations {y*} defined in this 
way do converge. There is a bound on the global error which is the same as the bound 
obtained for the solution of system (1,2) with the tolerance doubled and no perturbations. 
In this theory the choice of norm is perfectly clear. Others have chosen different 
norms. For example, Nacozy [9] uses a weighted Euclidean norm with the weights chosen 
so that the larger the estimated local error in the solution component, the larger the 
perturbation allowed. The hope is that the component is made more accurate by the 
perturbation. 
When it comes to actually computing * Yn+~, some norms are more convenient than 
others. As it happens, only two norms are at all popular in the widely used codes. They 
are the weighted Euclidean norm (and the constant multiple called the RMS norm) and 
the weighted maximum norm. The former is exemplified by the extrapolation codes [19] 
DIFEX1 for non-stiff problems and METANI  for stiff problems and the latter by the 
Runge-Kutta code RKF45 [20] for non-stiff problems. 
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Let us now go into how conservation laws are imposed in practice, although this is not 
our main object. We have in mind doing this at each step so that each local solution 
satisfies the laws. This has the useful consequence that Y.+t more nearly satisfies the laws 
than the result (7) for the integration without perturbations would suggest. Now 
dg c3g 
g(x.+,, y.+t) -g(x. . . , ,  u(x.+,)) + ~y .[y.+, - u (x.+,)] = 0 - ~yy. LE = O( II LE II )- 
Thus Yn+t already satisfies the laws reasonably well, and we know that there are y*+, near 
y.÷~ which satisfy equation (10). A linearization about yn.-t leads to 
0 = g(xn+ I, ' *  dg I )(Y~+I - -  Yn+l)" y .+, ) -  g(x.+,, y.+,) + ~y (X.÷,. y.+ * 
Then we approximate * y.~.t-)'.+~ +A, where A is the minimum norm solution of the 
underdetermined system of linear equations 
Og 
(x.+,.y.+l)A = -g(x.+, .y.+t) .  (1 !) 
Should this correction ot result in an approximation which satisfies equation (10) well 
enough, the process can be repeated with a linearization about )'.+, + A. We know there 
are solutions of equation (10) which are no more than z away from y.+, in norm. By 
computing the minimal norm solutions of the successive linearizations, we should compute 
a y*+, close to y.+,. Our theory says that a distance tt not too much larger than r would 
be satisfactory in practice. In any case. we can stay out of trouble by simply computing 
IlY.+,- Y.*, II to see if the iteration has failed to converge to a solution of equation (10) 
near to Y.+I- 
Generally speaking, there are few laws so that the system (11) is small and its solution 
is inexpensive. Indeed, the bulk of the work is likely to be concentrated in evaluating how 
well the laws are satisfied, cf. Nacozy's remarks about the large n-body problems [9]. If 
the ODE solver is based on the maximum norm, one might well prefer to alter it to use 
the Euclidean norm so as to arrive at a linear algebra problem (11) which has a classical 
solution. Notice that we expect o make one, or perhaps a very few, evaluations of dg/dy 
at each step. 
The idea of Baumgarte alters the differential equation by introducing a control term 
involving the Jacobian 3g/dy. As a consequence, the Jacobian is evaluated each time the 
numerical method evaluates f in taking a step. This may be variable number, possibly a 
great many, with a method like that used in DIFEXI or a fixed number of 6 with a method 
like that used in RKF45. The control term involves matrix-vector multiplications and in 
one possibility, solution of linear systems. It is not clear, therefore, whether this scheme 
can be as cheap as the perturbation approach. 
Bounds on variables are particularly easy to deal with. Provided that they hold for the 
local solutions, the analysis is scarcely altered. Suppose that the component ))(x)/> g/(x). 
One need only define 
Yj~,+* i = max[yj..+t,gj(x.+,)]. 
Obviously, in the norms of the codes, this results in 
IL u (x . . . , )  * --Y.+l II ~< II u(x,,÷,) -y,,+, II ~< 
and 
Ily(x..,) -y.*÷, II ~< Ily(x.÷,) - u(x.+l)II + II u(x.+,) +* -Y.÷111. 
Notice that this is qualitatively quite different from the case of the conservation laws where 
it is entirely possible that the perturbation move y.+, away from the local solution u (x._~) 
and so actually increase the local error (at worst doubling it, however). Here the bound 
on the global error is the same whether or not the constraints are imposed. Because 
imposing such constraints improves the accuracy and is so easy and cheap in the typical 
one-step code, the case for providing this capability is strong. 
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Imposing one conservation law or constraint may cause another to be violated. This is 
particularly easy to overlook in the case of the linear conservation laws that are usually 
satisfied automatically. If we impose a non-linear law, we are likely to cause a linear law 
to be violated. A simple remedy is to impose simultaneously all the conservation laws of 
interest. Imposing inequality constraints could cause conservation laws to be violated, and 
vice versa. We have not yet investigated the simultaneous imposition of inequalities and 
conservation laws. 
4. SIDE EFFECTS 
Perturbation of solution values so as to satisfy conservation laws can interact with the 
numerical integration scheme. There is an important distinction between one-step methods 
and multistep methods in this context. The situation with the former is more favorable, 
which is one reason we study them. 
With a one-step method a solution Yn+n is computed at xn +/2 proceeding from a solution 
y,* at x.. The norm of the local error (LE) of the step is asymptotically 
II LE HI = h '÷~ tl ~ (xn, y,*) II + O (h "+2) 
for a method of order p with principal error function q~. The leading term of the local error 
is estimated so as to decide whether to accept he step and to adjust h if the error is too 
large. After finding an acceptable h, the estimate is used to deduce a suitable step size H 
for the next step. This is done by approximating the error to be made, 
H "+' [I dp(x.+,.y.+,)[I + O(H "÷2) (12) 
through use of the approximation 
II ~k(x.÷t.y.÷,)II = II dp(x..y*)r[ + O(h). (13) 
The difference due to imposing a conservation law is that y.+ t is replaced by Y*+R before 
starting the next step. Then we want to estimate the largest step size H* such that 
• t/> H *p+I II rk(x.÷t,y.÷,)ll. 
The "optimal" step size is altered from H to H* by imposing conservation laws. 
Proceeding as we do, there is no need to pay attention to this fact: by virtue of small 
perturbations. 
IlY*+I -Y .+t  II ~< + = O(h  p+l) 
so that the approximation 
114, * (x, +,, y,+,)ll - II ¢~ (x,, y,*)11 
is as good as the usual one [equation (13)]. Consequently, to the degree of approximation 
usually made, H* = H. It is also to be recalled that codes do not take the prediction of 
the optimal step size too seriously; a smaller step size is actually attempted in order to 
reduce the frequency of failures. We conclude that the perturbations made to the solution 
do not seriouslY disturb the step size selection process for one-step methods. 
Multistep methods are quite different. Let us discuss Adams methods to be specific. 
Modern variable order codes, such as DE/STEP, INTREP [10], monitor the smoothness 
of the solution and adapt the order appropriately. There are variations, but the essence 
is that divided differences of the solution values are used to approximate derivatives. 
Perturbations to solution values cause the solution to "look" rough, i.e. derivatives 
apparently increase strongly with their order. This has the effect that the code lowers the 
order and the integration is inefficient. The situation is eritirely analogous to the effect of 
roundoff seen when the tolerance is so stringent hat roundoff errors are comparable to 
the tolerance. Unfortunately, when imposing conservation laws, the perturbations are 
always comparable to the tolerance so that the effect is always present. The low average 
order and the constant fluctuation of the order can disastrously affect the efficiency of 
1296 L.F. SaAMPt,~E 
integration. We do not wish to leave the impression that nothing can be done, rather that 
the codes must be somehow changed if the perturbat ion approach to conservat ion laws 
is to be appl ied to methods with memory  which vary their order. Perhaps we should 
emphasize that it is not var iat ion of  the order  per se which is the diffficulty---our theory 
does apply  to the variable order  one-step code D IFEX I - - i t  is the way that the perturbed 
values are used for order selection that causes the trouble. 
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